
CUTTING

1. I recommend cutting your largest pieces first and then the 
smaller pieces second.  I also think it works best to fuse the 
interfacing fleece to the exterior fabric before cutting the 
template pieces.

2. From the exterior fabric cut (2) A pieces and (2) B pieces in 
the size you wish to make. (Picture 1)

3. From the lining fabric cut (2) A pieces and (2) B pieces in 
the size you wish to make.

VINTAGE MOD COIN PURSE
ROSEBUD + PENNY

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

Large coin purse
1 - 3.5” or 8.5cm kiss clasp (great resources: ebay, 
amazon, etsy)
10” x 10” exterior fabric
10”x 10” lining
10”x 10” fusible fleece interfacing (I like Pellon 
TP971F)
Invisible thread (I think Gutermann makes the best 
kind)

Small coin purse
1 - 2.5” or 6cm kiss clasp (see sources above)
8” x 8” exterior fabric
8”x 8” lining
8”x 8” fusible fleece interfacing (I like Pellon 
TP971F)
Invisible thread (I think Gutermann makes the best 
kind)

Picture 1



ASSEMBLY

4. Place your B pieces right sides together with your A pieces and line up the right edges.  Pin 
the curves and sew along the right side using a scant 1/4” seam allowance. (Picture 2)

5. Open and pin the newly pieced A+B pieces right sides together, lining up and nesting the 
bottom seams, pinning your way up the sides to the top. (Picture 3)  Sew along the outer 
egde, leaving the tops of the A and B pieces open.  Follow these same steps to assemble the 
lining.

6.Turn the lining right side out and slip it inside the assembled exterior, lining up all the sides 
and seams.  (Picture 4) Pin and sew around the entire top.

7. Pull the lining out and using a seam ripper carefully remove about 1.5-2” of stitching from 
one seam of the lining.  Use this opening to turn the entire pouch right side out. (Picture 5)

8. Make sure all of the pouch is completely turned, especially that top seam (I use a chop-
stick to poke out those pesky corners!)  Start to attach the frame.  I baste the pouch onto the 
frame starting from the left side and going over the top of the frame, moving my way accross 
and doing the same on the opposide side. (Picture 6)

9. Back stitch with invisible thread, doubled up, through the holes moving from one to the 
next side to side.  (Picture 7)  Lastly rip out your basting stitches (carefully!) and viola!  
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Please tag me on Instagram, I would LOVE to see your gorgeous purses using this pattern!
@rosebudandpenny

#vintagemodcoinpurse

If you have questions, the best way to reach me is via DM on Instagram or email at 
KjersteLee@gmail.com.  XOXO!

Purses made with this pattern may be sold on a small scale.  
Please credit Rosebud & Penny as the pattern designer if you do sell using this pattern.
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